COLO 206F

RRID:CVCL_1988
Type: Cell Line

**Proper Citation**

(ECACC Cat# 93052620, RRID:CVCL_1988)

**Cell Line Information**


**Proper Citation:** (ECACC Cat# 93052620, RRID:CVCL_1988)

**Description:** Cell line COLO 206F is a Cancer cell line with a species of origin Homo sapiens (Human)

**Sex:** Male

**Disease:** Colon adenocarcinoma

**Defining Citation:** PMID:6277475, PMID:8464898, PMID:10051639, PMID:11668190, PMID:20606684, PMID:23272949, PMID:25485619, PMID:26589293, PMID:28196595


**Category:** Cancer cell line

**Organism:** Homo sapiens (Human)

**Name:** COLO 206F

**Synonyms:** Colo-206F, COLO-206F, Colo 206F, COLO206F, COLO 206, COLO206, Colorado 206F

**Cross References:** BTO:BTO:0002199, CLO:CLO_0002570, EFO:EFO_0006554,
ID: CVCL_1988

Vendor: ECACC

Catalog Number: 93052620

Originate from Same Individual: CVCL_9976, CVCL_9977, CVCL_1987, CVCL_0218

Record Creation Time: 20220427T215514+0000

Record Last Update: 20230719T165332+0000

Ratings and Alerts

No rating or validation information has been found for COLO 206F.

No alerts have been found for COLO 206F.

Data and Source Information

Source: Cellosaurus

Usage and Citation Metrics

We have not found any literature mentions for this resource.